**Example of Play**

Character are Gabriel Black, who was sorta liek Jin from tekken, with a bit of angel from buffy, and a katana. He has a cool scar, and tattoos. Hans Blade, who looked like some guy I saw in a comic. Hehad a flick knife and some lugers, and made dramatic entrances. He wore a black leather trenchcoat and shades. Mathias Grimm, who wa a kung fu master who could parry bullets wit hish ands. He had a letter trench coat and mirror shades Madcat was Bruce willis in Die hard, and was very hard to kill, but had no shoes.

Gneral Mayhem told them wot to do: they were fighting the war on terror, an had to help the brits against 'freedom'. A super-speshul 'freedom covert strike team was tring to kil Terry Wogan at the eurovision, but I dint tell them wot they were doing til they got thwre. so theyd hav to do it!!!

They went there, but Mathais killed there pilot with a cocktail pick, and they crashed near the stadium. Luckily, Hans made his dramatic entrance, so there was a baddass shot of them posing as it exploded behind them. They got in, becos they had tickets, and I started playin bad europop at them, an told them the mission in a flashback.

They split up to find Wogan, Grimm started selling hamburgers with his Hamburger clearance skill, Gabriel got a coat and kicked a dor down so people thugh he was David Borealis(you know, that angle guy, from buffy...) Hans got lost an madcat find another nmachine gun (hohoho), and made ninja die, as the others arrived by Grimm using his 'impersonate elvis' skill so the show wouldn't stop. Then they walked past a small school kidwho passed his 'get kidnapped' roll, so Gabriel kidnapped him. He was one of the 'freedom' commadoes, and always got captured, so he got the get kidnapped skill.

Then the dedly seductres 'chocolat Noir' turned up and flashed Hans, who failed to resist seduction. luckily he managed to pass his 'take (it) like a man' tests, including when she stabbed him. At some point, Grimm tripped her up with a hamburger, which was impaled on her stileto heel! Tehn Grimm ran her over with a motorbike!!!!!!!!! She wasn't supposed to die then, so I made the kid into a necromancer, but didn't tell noone, as I'm the D02 master!

Then madcat made himself look like Wogan, an ten Grimm used 'secure Wogan' on him, so he was also in a plastic box, somadcat decide to be solid snake instead, so he could move the box around. Then he made the kid look like wogan, and grimm secured him to.

Then there were some russians, so they tried to kill the commies, an managed to kill stalin and lenin, which kinda ended my russian clone plot, which Id just though of. Then they killed the russian entrance to the eurovision, they made the american entry by Grimm using his 'impersonate elvis' skill so the show wouldn't stop. Then they went back to check on Terry, and thre werw more ninja, who laughed and went back to japan. Then the french ninja attacked, and were kicked in the face or killed with food, then theyre stuff got taken.

Then it was time for the showdown, as the french decided to attack en-mass, with accordians. I played accordian music till their brains leaked!!! Then the called in back up and went to attack the french,who turned out to have super powers.

The bad guys were: Captain France and his Black beret ninja, who had accordians and could resist an unlimited ammount of accordian music. Bagette Man had Cake kinesis, and attacked with lethal croisons and pastries. Zé Onion, who had a many layers personality, and would make grown men cry if he was peeled. Grand Bleu, who was liek superman, but a nazi spy, but the 'freedom' guys didn't know it. I also had Chocolat Noir come back from the dead, just becos.

Soi they fought, with Bagette man throwin cakes at them, which grimm parried with his bare hands (cos they were like bullets) and Gabriel 'sliced, diced and jullienne fries' them.

Hans made a dramatic entrance with his reinforcements (one of the back up characters I'd written), so they made lots of peoples fall down, while madcat started swimming back from the pacific (he criticaly failed to 'be where the action is').

Grimm put the kung fu beatdown on Noir, while Gabriel invoked bullet time and strated wire wighting with Grand Bleu in the rafters, while Hans called in the amrines, who came down on ropes from helicopters, while madcat re-loaded from his last save to get back to the fight. Thjen he pretended to bee Captain France, and nearly got killed by Grimm, as deATH_01 (one of the back up guys) killed a whole buchn of epope, then crit failed his twin katana death whirlwind roll and killed him sefl.

Gabe tried to kill Grand Blue, but failed and found out he was a communist, so mad cat used 'kill commie scum' to hit him with a scorpion tank (+16), while Grimm killed Noir with his 'finish them' skill, getting a 56 hit combo to explode her! Madcat disguised Capitan france as Wogan, so Grimm couldk secure him, while Hans killed lotso ninjas.

This left bagette, who made a form a wall against the PC's quadruple team. 2 of them failed, but the other 2 were using 2 weapons each, so it was still a quadrupal team. Madcat shot though the wall of cake so gabriel could jump at him with twin katanas, which made Bagette man dead.

Then, they took their stuff, and the USA won the Eurovision song contest!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 111111111111!!

**Example Characters**

Juleis Cesar:
send a bigas arnemy to brake sheat ups colcock sum red hedded dued jus for tha F of it tax dat ase
duo it wiht the hot chickz even whatsehernaem with teh hat inevnet salade eet graeps gete stabbd

Jebus Chris:
Wot Jebus wood d02
Mi daddy oWnz0rs j0or ass Do majick shit with fo0d Bitchslap demonz Maek friends wit tax collectas Surf wtih NO BORED!!!!!!
Save verses deearth Die 4 ur sins, you succmmy bastastards.
Assend

For further information refer to:
http://forum.rpg.net/showthread.php?threadid=31914&highlight=d02
http://forum.rpg.net/showthread.php?threadid=39118&highlight=d02
http://forum.rpg.net/showthread.php?threadid=42200&highlight=d02